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Spring 2019  

 
 

Info from President 
COTY is done and dusted for 2019! 
Congratulations to all participants. 
 
The 2019 World Cat Congress Seminar and AGM was a 
great success. Special thanks to SACC’s International 
Liaison Officer and WCC Delegate, Jan van Rooyen, for 
the time and effort he and his team put in to make the 
event memorable. 
 
2019/2020 show season has started- the Gauteng 
committees presented 2 All Breeds Shows, a Gauteng 
Top Cat Competition and of course, SACC was once 
again the driving cat force behind WODAC.  The Cape 
has already had a show and there is another in the 
pipeline.  
  
 GOVERNING COUNCIL MANAGEMENT ELECTIONS  

 
The candidates’ CVs and the Official Ballot Form have 
been circulated via the SACC Yahoo Members Group, 
the winter edition of the eNews, your club delegate 
and also are available for download from 
www.tsacc.org.za.  
The only thing left for you to do is to either put a cross 
in the block (if you wish to vote for the candidate) or to 
leave the block blank (If you do not wish to vote for the 
candidate) - it’s a very simple procedure. Then either 
email, fax or send your completed ballot to the SACC 
Central Office or give it to your delegate in a sealed 
envelope marked “Election Ballot” and he or she will 
ensure that your vote is counted. 
 
This is my final info page therefore accept my good 
wishes for breeding season, show season and for 
whatever the future holds for you. 
 

 
 

mailto:sacatreg@iafrica.com
http://www.tsacc.org.za/


COTY 2019 
 

Sponsor: Royal Canin 
 
Date: 27th July 2019 in Cape 
Town 
 

Day Venue: The Italian Club. 
Show Manager:  Shirley Addison 
Photos courtesy of Tim Addison 
 

The venue was amazing both outside  
 

 
 
and inside 
 

 
 
Exhibitors and their precious cats arrived- you could 
feel the excitement as these wonderful people did final 
last minute grooming, socialized with friends and fellow 
qualifiers and gave out those much sought after charms 
which are so much a part of the whole COTY 
experience. The show was about to begin. 
 

 
 
The doors opened and the Flag Ceremony was 
underway. The flag bearers were: 
Penny Bydlinski, Secretary of WCC 
Ngaio Crawley, President of SACC 
Robbie Walker - Australia with Judges Cheryl U’Ren and 
Sandi Gemmel.  
Charlene du Toit – Germany with Judge Annaliese 
Hackman. 
Daniel Germishuys – New Zealand with Judge Chris 
Lowe. 
Colin Bubb – South Africa with Judges Elizabeth van 
Renen and Veronica Knight. 
Kim Cutter – Sweden with Judge Annette Sjöden. 
Betty Singleton – Great Britain with Judge John Hansen. 
Johan van Rooyen – USA with Judges Rachel Anger, 
Vicki Fisher and Kathy Calhoun. 
Pepa Šmídovec – Czech Republic with Judge Eric 
Reijers. 
 

 
 
 
The Judges (all 12 of them) settled down to the 
mammoth task of assessing and placing the Entires, 
Neuters, Kittens and Household Pets. 



Gala Dinner Venue: The Lagoon Beach Hotel 
Coordinator: Rita Wiseman 
Announcers: Rita Wiseman, Daniel Germishuys and 
Charlene du Toit. 
Photos courtesy of Ursula van der Riet & Tim Addison unless 
otherwise indicated. 

 
Everyone met in the foyer for a glass of bubbly and to 
find out where their table was. 
 
Inside the Band was in place! 
 

 
 
They were welcomed into the venue which was 
decorated in accordance with the COTY theme. Lots of 
pink Proteas, bottles of Cape wine and of course the 
traditional “spiked jelly babies/teddies”! -  
 

 
 

The evening started with a beautiful musical slide 
presentation of cat friendship worldwide which was 
compiled by Jan van Rooyen. Then it was time to 
acknowledge and thank people and present gifts. The 
President’s Award was presented to the very worthy 
Elizabeth van Renen – a lady who quite rightly deserved 
the standing ovation which followed the 
announcement. 

The lovely Ingrid de Wet won the Face book Cat 
Elimination competition which was the brain child of 
the one and only Karen Pepler. 
 

 
 

And the Best Charm was won by Genevieve Bala for her 
beautifully thought out and aptly descriptive charm for 

her Devon Rex, Yenta Ayrshire. 
 

 
 

The Judges were given gifts and asked to chat for 30 
seconds. 
 

 
Eric Reijers and Annaliese Hackman with Shirley. 



As Jan van Rooyen announced the SACC Awards, the 
SACC Registrar, Johan van Rooyen, was ready to 
present the winners of the 2019 SACC Awards. 
 

 
 
SACC Breeder of the Year 2019 
Petra Smith and The Legends Cattery 
 
SACC Stud of the Year 2019 
Pierot Mageli* PL of the Legends (Imp), a Maine Coon 
owned by Petra Smith 
 
SACC Brood Queen of the Year 2019 
Coonstar’s Dagwood’s Blondie, a Maine Coon owned 
by Petra Smith 
 

 
Photo courtesy of private photographer 

WELL DONE PETRA FOR THE TRIPLE WIN! 
 
The countdown of final qualifier places had started and 
owners made their way to the stage for their COTY 
Certificates. Some very happy, some not so happy but 
please don’t think of this as sour grapes – it is merely  
human nature because many have the determination 
and will to win and get disappointed when it doesn’t 
happen. COTY results are in the hands of the chosen 
judges and the SACC audited scoring system. 

And the winners are: 
 
SACC Household Pet of the Year 2019  
 

 
 
GERRY owned by Carol-Ann Paterson (Gauteng) 

 
 

SACC Kitten of the Year 2019  
 

 
 

PEARL AFRICA’S PRIDE owned by Penny Steyn 

 

Carol Ann is over the moon 

A triumphant Penny  



SACC Entire of the Year 2019 
 

 
 

TR SP CH ALMATHEA BLUE MARINE of L’EXQUISITE 
(Imp) owned by Brenda Neukircher. 

 
 
SACC Neuter of the Year 2019 
 

 
 

Sp Ch PEARL IT’S A DONE DEAL owned by Rita 
Wiseman 

 

The presentation part of the evening was drawing to a 
close and everyone was waiting with bated breath – 
would a Burmese or Persian be crowned Cat of the 
Year?? 
 But there was one more moving and important 
presentation to be made- the handing over of the WCC 
Flag from 2019’s host The Southern Africa Cat Council 
to 2020’s host The Australian Cat Fancy. 
The ACF Delegate to WCC, Sandi Gemmell received the 
flag from Shirley Addison. 
 

 
 
It was time to announce the winner of the coveted 
SACC COTY Trophy. 

 

 
   
I think Rita’s face says it all when Sp Ch Pearl It’s a 
Done Deal was announced as SACC CAT of the YEAR 
2019. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brenda is overcome with emotion. 

An ecstatic Rita 

CAT OF THE YEAR 2019 



The Penny Steyn Sine Mater Nihil Award for the 
breeder of the Cat of the Year was presented to Penny 
Steyn.  
 

 
 
Sadly the painting was “illegally acquired” from the 
evening venue by an unknown person early on the 
Sunday morning. The incident is in the hands of the 
SAPS. 

WCC SEMINAR 2019 
 
This wonderful long weekend, generously sponsored by 
Royal Canin, brought together the major cat 
organizations from around the world and was filled 
with cat information, brilliant speakers, interesting 

people and judges from near and far. On Thursday the 
25th the visitors went on a wine tour and spend the 
afternoon in the company of a live male cheetah! 
Friday's Seminar was incredibly informative- the 
amazing Prof Leslie Lyons from the USA presented the 
latest info on Genetic testing and mutation discovery, 
she also "filled in" for the UK's Dr Emi Barker who was 
unable to attend. This presentation was about the 
latest developments in Feline Infectious Peritonitis. 
Royal Canin's New Developments were introduced by 
Mme Laureline Malineau from France which was 
followed on and expanded upon by Dr Michelle 
Harman. Kathy Calhoun from the USA presented The 
Lykoi Breed Profile and Anthony Aldum, a Cape Town 
breeder, brought some good examples of the breed for 
the spectators to examine. Local presenters Barbara 
George and Pet Wellness Worx', Kristine Mylo gave 
further insight into the Ttouch complimentary 
treatment for cats and rehabilitive care for cats 
respectively. The Seminar was concluded with WCC 
Management and Delegates answering audience 
questions. 

On Saturday 27th August 10 of the WCC 
Delegates/Advisors officiated at SACC's 2019 COTY. On 
Sunday the visitors were treated to a Cape Town Tour 
and a traditional Cape Malay lunch. The WCC held its 
formal AGM and Business Meeting on the Monday and 
then, sadly, it was time for everyone to return home. 
Photo courtesy of Dr Johan Lamprecht 

 

 

 
FACEBOOK ISSUE 

 
On August 5th the following was posted on the SACC 
Group Face book Page: 
Good morning everyone, 
I received a message yesterday from a lady who was 
scammed by the same people I was. She then proceeded to 
go to a registered breeder (I checked, registered with SACC & 
CASA), and she informed me that the conditions in which the 
cats and kittens are kept are deplorable.... 
What can be done about this? 
I've also found that there are breeders listed on SACC's site no 
longer breeding, and a few breeders that are exceptionally 
abrupt and rude.  
At the same time I've come across breeders that are all in all 
just wonderful, friendly and helpful. 
Is there any way to have breeders rated?  

Below is SACC’s reply: 
In response to the above posting: The Registrar is in the 
process of updating the latest Breeders List which will be 
uploaded to the website soon. The reported rudeness of some 
Breeders will be addressed in the Spring Newsletter (due out 
end September). Grading of Breeders- a few years ago we 
investigated something on a similar line but unfortunately 
received insufficient commitment and feedback from all 
parties. SACC GC does not condone bad animal husbandry 
practices by Registered Breeders/Catteries and all complaints 

Management, Delegates and Advisors of 

WCC 2019 



which are correctly submitted will be addressed. Kindly 
contact sacatreg@iafrica.com directly or fill in the Contact 
Form on the website for further information in this regard. 
Ngaio Crawley. SACC President. 

 
We do realize that people have off days or are unwell 
or are in the middle of doing something and may be 
quite abrupt when answering the phone – which 
perhaps others may perceive as rudeness.  
Unfortunately modern times show that many people 
just love to report their personal experiences on Face 
book without taking the time to think that maybe the 
person was having a crisis or just didn’t want to be 
bothered at that time for personal reasons.  
Just a word to the wise- Please be careful how you deal 
with others (either telephonically or face to face), they 
should be treated with respect and civility otherwise 
the only thing to suffer will be your reputation and 
good name, likewise keep your cattery and cats in 
optimum condition. People who phone and/or visit 
breeders may just be potential new owners, exhibitors 
and breeders- after all word of mouth goes a long way 
in growing your breed and the cat fancy.  
Upset one person and he/she will ensure that your 
name/breed is posted on Social media -unfortunately 
there are many “followers” out there who have a poor 
perception or understanding of Pedigree animal 
breeding and they will hit the “share” button, often 
adding extra juicy(sometimes fake) tidbits. Is this good 
for your reputation? Definitely NOT! 

 
SACC AWARD STATS 2019 

 
The Registrar collates the points for the SACC Awards 
and lists the top 10 in each section. So what are the 
stats for each Province when it comes to Stud, Brood 
Queen and Breeder? 
 
GAUTENG 
Breeders 
5th   GEEDEE CATTERY  ATHYLLE CAW 
6th   SILKENCLAW  GRANT LEIH                           
7th   ARTEKATZ (tied)   CHERYLEE POWELL                    
10th FELINE MAGIC (tied) FATIMA BALA               
10th SANUK (tied)  DINA FREITAS   
Studs 
4th   Histyle One in a Million of Feline Magic-Fatima Bala 

Brood Queens 
2nd Feline Magic Blue Shining Star- Fatima Bala 
4th Ragtime Duchess (tied) – Beverley Steyn 
7th Valinor Luthien’s Shade (tied) – Alex Page                     
 
KZN 
Breeders 
2nd   BELL-AIMEE  AIMEE HENDRIKZ  
Studs 
2nd RU*Higashi Number One of Bell-Aimee-Aimee 
Hendrikz 
8th Chacha Red Alert (ASAA) – Charmaine Turner 
Brood Queens 
3rd Bell-Aimee Behati Rei (ASAA)-Aimee Hendrikz 
4th PT*Kiyoko Kats Kaunis of Chacha (tied)-Charmaine 
Turner 
 
NORTHERN CAPE/FREE STATE 
Breeders 
7th 2OLDBROADS (tied)  CHARLOTTE NAUDE 
9th  KASHEW   WENDY WELHAM 
Studs 
3rd Platon Prihot Bogov of 2OldBroads (Imp)-Charlotte 
Naude 
Brood Queens 
7th Lyalya Don Amdo of 2OldBroads (Imp)-Charlotte 
Naude 
 
EASTERN CAPE 
Breeders: not in Top 10 
Studs: not in Top 10 
Brood Queens: not in Top 10 
WESTERN CAPE 
Breeders 
1st   THE LEGENDS  PETRA SMITH 
3rd   VALKYRIE   BERNICE ROSSOUW  
4th   ABYMOON   JANET COOK 
Studs 
1st Pierot Mageli*PL of The Legends (Imp)-Petra Smith 
5th The Legends Alexander the Great of Wentworthz 
(tied)-Elizabeth Wentworth 
5th Freddie Baccaracoon CZ of Royalty (Imp) (tied)-
Natasjia Thomas 
7th L’Sakarya’s Armani of The Legends (Imp)-Petra 
Smith and Petricia Oosthuizen 
8th The Legends Caramellocoon*CZ Deo Corso (Imp) 
(ASAA) - Petra Smith 
Brood Queens 
1st Coonstars Dagwood’s Blondie- Petra Smith 



4th The Legends Olalaaa (tied) - Petra Smith 
 9th Highlanders Mary Queen of Scots (tied)-Carol 
Middleton 
9th Ga-titos Anastazia (tied) - Ria van der Walt 
 
Well done everyone. 
 
 

PHOTOGRAPHER’S SPECIAL 
 

Within the fancy we congratulate organizers, 
exhibitors, judges and other people and yes, we say 
thank you for the photos which are posted everywhere 
but do we actually realize how much personal time is 
given up by those special people who take the photos. 
They spend all day at the function and in the case of 
COTY all evening as well but that is not the complete 
story- they continue working for many days/weeks 
downloading, editing and then uploading to various 
sites the enormous amount of images which were 
taken. These special people go out of their way to 
ensure that they capture those special moments so 
that we can treasure them long after the winning 
accolades have diminished and the cat world moves on 
to the next cat event. 
 
So I felt that it was about time that everyone got to 
know the different photographers who put effort and 
time into your hobby. 
 
Our first photographer is the only gentleman who 
regularly takes photos at some Gauteng show and most 
COTYs. 
 
TIM ADDISON (Gauteng) 

 
 
Tim is married to Shirley Addison, one of SACC’s All 
Breed Judges and RCC’s Secretary and Delegate to 

Governing Council. He is a retired gentleman who is 
passionate about sailing but still manages to take cat 
world photos. He quietly walks around the venue with 
his camera taking photos of people doing different 
activities, cats and the general surroundings. His photos 
are natural and realistic and capture life as it happens. 
We congratulate Tim for capturing the passion of the 
cat world and for this joyful photo of Johan van 
Rooyen, the SACC Registrar. 
 

 
And now here are our lady photographers. 
 
THERESA FOUCHE (Gauteng) 

 
 
Theresa has been around the SA Cat World for many 
years- as a breeder, exhibitor, COTY evening slide show 
coordinator and presenter not to mention travelling 
around the country to take photos of our cats. 
She has been the official COTY photographer on 
numerous occasions and never travels without her 
backdrops, fabrics, photo accessories, spare camera 
battery, lights etc –the list is endless and everything is 
neatly packed into her car. 



This devoted grandmother is patient with the cats and 
captures just the right look every time, and of course all 
beautifully colour coordinated.  
We congratulate Theresa for her patience and 
capturing the right look and décor for each cat and for 
this wonderful photo of E Randall Swart’s Sphynx 
 

 
 
URSULA VAN DER RIET (Western Cape) 

 

 
 
Ursula is the twin sister of Siamese Breeder and Judge 
Charlotte van der Riet and works as a Veterinary Nurse 
when she isn’t taking photographs at cat shows. 
Ursula was the official COTY photographer in 2017 and 
the day/evening photographer for COTY 2019. She is 
always at WPCC’s shows and posts on the social 
network groups promptly after the show and always 
includes full info on each exhibit, venue and sponsor 

for each image (certainly makes life easy for this eNews 
and for uploading to the SACC website!). 
Her photos capture a magical essence which is 
reflected in the cat’s eyes and their faces.  
We congratulate Ursula for revealing the magical side 
of our cats, her attention to detail and for capturing the 
amazing essence of this Sphinx. 
 

 
 
JENNI FERREIRA (Gauteng) 
 

 
 
Jenni is an amazing proof reader and was most helpful 
in advising on some of the finer aspects of the Website 
shortly after it went live. She takes photos for TCS, BRS 
and CFC and certainly has a way with cats- her images 
generally show relaxed and happy cats and kittens. She 
is passionate about animal rescue and this Hobbyist 
Feline Photographer (her own words) donates a portion 
of each studio photo shoot to animal rescue.  
We congratulate Jenni for her spirit of goodwill, her 
ability to capture happy cats and for her perseverance 



in managing to get 5 very energetic Norwegian Kittens 
to pose for this photo. Special thanks to Beverley 
Smullen for sharing the image. 

 

 
 
TALITA GEYSER (Gauteng) 

 

 
 
Talita is a cat breeder and exhibitor. Neverwinter 
Cattery is co owned by Talita and her partner Gerhard. 
In 2019 she attended cat shows in the Cape, Kimberley, 
KZN and Gauteng and shared the many photos and 
videos she took on social media. 
Her beautiful video of the WODAC main arena Top 12 
brought the cat final to life and was much appreciated 
by those who couldn’t attend. Her photos capture the 

action as it happens and show how much SACC shows 
are enjoyed by many.  
We congratulate Talita for her action photos and for 
her willingness to do the photography/videos when 
asked (or not!) and for being a breeder/exhibitor who 
embraces all aspects of the wonderful world of cats and 
for this action shot of a very “chilled” British Blue 
resting on Fatima Bala’s shoulder. 
 

 
 
A special thank you to all owners and breeders who 
post their own photos and videos on social media- you 
guys ROCK! 

 
Around the Country 

 
The 2019/2020 show season is well under way in 
Gauteng and the Cape. The Eastern and Northern Cape 
and KZN are in “Summer time” mode and having a 
break from shows until next year. 
 

Gauteng 
 

Breeders of Rex and Sphynx (BRS) started the new 
show season on the 23rd July. And as Grant Leih, BRS’ 
awesome show manager told me:  
“We didn't exactly have a theme this year, but decided 
that not only ourselves, but our exhibitors needed a 
break from the norm and get back to basics.  We 
arranged a picnic for our exhibitors, judges and 
committee members.  Picnic blankets were purchased 
and later donated to charity.  Some of the committee 
made their own special recipes which were made 
available in the catalogue as a pull out... to make it easy 



to place on your fridge for later use.  Our cage numbers 
were a combination of picnic paraphernalia, as well as 
our rosettes.  We finished at a nice early time; just after 
15:00.  A lovely day was held by all and was my 
personal highlight of the year.  
 
The show was decided to the hard working committee 
members not only of BRS, but all clubs and breed 
groups.  They are so often neglected by everyone.  
People are so quick to expect and demand.  Whilst at 
the same time all quote the cliché about how the cat 
fancy is dying.  Getting committee members to assist is 
becoming harder with time and these people are 
essential, more than most, in keeping our shows 
running successfully, generating interest and exposure 
to the public.  Particular mention was made about 
Elizabeth, Ingrid, Clare and Gail who are rare individuals 
because of their dedication to clubs in Gauteng and 
therefore they were specially honoured. (Editor note: 
Yes indeed, very special ladies). 
 
We had some incredible raffles organized and with very 
inventive themes by Rebecca Forster.  We did our usual 
charity drive, and although down from previous years, 
still managed to raise a decent amount for our 
nominated charity, Cat-A-Holics.” 
 
The final showdown was between the Top Kitten, Top 
Neuter and Top Adult and the winner was: 

 
CAT OF THE DAY & Top Kitten 

 
Silkenclaw in the Beningging  
A Scottish Fold owned by Grant Leih 
 

 
 

Top Neuter 
 

Delilla Aiko Kenichi Leo 
 An Oriental Caramel owned by L Smith 
(No image found for this cat) 
 

Top Adult 
 
Mephisto des Socieres *BE of Crescendo 
A Norwegian Forest Cat owned by Beverley Smullen. 
 

 
I am unable to secure copyright for these 2 images- so 

apologies to the photographer/s for lack of 
acknowledgement. 

The World of Dogs and Cats (WODAC) was the next 
event in Gauteng on the 19/20/21 July and the cat hall 
was managed by SACC’s show manager, Jan van 
Rooyen. As per normal it was a 2 show weekend and 
this year CFA Judge Kathy Calhoun from Chicago, USA 
graced the show with her expertise. 
 

Photo courtesy of Talita Geyser 

 
  
Above is the lovely Kathy with Daniel Germishuys in the 
main WODAC arena. 
 



CAT of the DAY – Friday 19 July 
  
Feline Magic A Million Reasons 
A British Blue owned by Fatima Bala 
 

 
Private photographer- taken from Fatima’s Face book page. 

 
 

CAT of the DAY – 20/21 July 
 
Pearl A Star is Born 
A Burmese Choc Tortie owned by Penny Steyn 
 

 
Photo courtesy of Talita Geyser 

 
 

Cat Fanciers Club (CFC) presented the last 
Championship Show for 2019 in Gauteng the 17th 

August. The show was followed by Gauteng Top Cat 

which was also run by CFC’s amazing duo of Show 
Managers, Elizabeth van Renen and Ingrid de Wet. 
Photos courtesy of Talita Geyser 

 
CAT of the DAY 

 
Sherlah Obsidian 
An Oriental black owned by Cindi Hunter. 

 

 
 
 
 

PET of the DAY 
 

Riley 
A Domestic rescue owned by Karen Beyers. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



GAUTENG TOP CAT 
Photos courtesy of Talita Geyser. 

 
Top Cat competitions are regional and feature cats 
which have been shown during the year. Many of these 
cats have also qualified for COTY but many have not, so 
this makes it a very exciting event for the exhibitors in 
that particular region. 
Well done to CFC for giving the Gauteng exhibitors this 
special day. 
The Judges were tasked with the judging of Gauteng’s 
most beautiful cats for the coveted titles of Gauteng 
Top Cat and Gauteng Top Pet- no pressure! 
 

 
Experienced Judge Ros Chapman assessing a “tippy-

toed” Somali.  
 

2019 TOP CAT (Gauteng) 
 

Cellani Sieno Xius of Neverwinter (Imp) 
An Abyssinian Rudy owned by Talita Geyser and 
Gerhard Engelbrecht. 
 

 

2019 TOP PET (Gauteng) 
 

Riley 
Domestic Medium Hair owned by Karen Beyers. 

 

 
 
Western Cape 

 
Western Province Cat Club presented the first Cape 
show for the 2019/2020 show season.  
 
Efficient show manager Adri Swart had this to say: 
“With COTY just a month behind us, the first show 
counting towards the 2020 COTY points took place on 
24th August, hosted by Western Province Cat Club. 
Two out of town judges, Ingrid de Wet & Karen Peplar, 
were invited to judge at the show, as well as Thea 
Lamprecht (WCF) and the balance of the judges were 
from the Cape Judges Panel. 
The theme of the show was ‘Transformers’. 
Following on from the sponsor, Hill’s Pet Nutrition, tag-
line of ‘Transforming Lives’, we approached three 
charities to judge the domestic household pet section, 
being TEARS, Raise & Rescue and UWC TUFCATS. 
Adding on to the trend of changing lives, the Western 
Cape Blood Service had a registration table, and any 
new registrations were given a gift. 



 The Best Decorated Cage, won by Jade Myburgh, 
reflected the transformation of a scrawny, wounded 
rescue cat, to a healthy, well cared for pet.” 
 
All photos courtesy of Ursula van der Riet 
 

 
Best decorated cage by Jade Myburgh. 

 
CAT of the DAY and Adult of the Day 

 
Sherlah Tazpecial 
Siamese Seal Point owned by Lynel du Toit 

 

 

Neuter of the Day 
 

Kashew’s Glitz 
An American Shorthair owned by Estelle Fourie 
 

 
 

Kitten of the Day 
 

Gee Dee’s Rosalie 
A Norwegian Forest Cat owned by Vida van Dyk 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PET of the DAY 
 

Supreme Master Skye 
Medium Hair Seal Point Pet owned by Jade Myburgh. 
 

 
 

Runner-up Pet of the Day 
 

Simon 
Longhair Caramel Pet owned by Michelle Gleeson. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
All Breeds Cat Show (ABCC) presented the final 
Championship Show of the year which was followed by 
Cape Top Cat, Club Prizegivings and a Gala Dinner 
made by Russell Spargo. All made possible by Royal 
Canin Sponsorship. 
 
The cat show was in the expert hands of Colin Bubb and 
Petricia Oosthuizen  and ABCC Committee Members. 
 
The ABCC winning cats’ photos are courtesy of Ursula 
van der Riet taken from previous shows.  

 

Cat of the Day 
 

 
 
Kashew’s Glitz 
An American Shorthair owned by Estelle Fourie 
 

Pet of the Day 
 

 
 
Oliver 
A Domestic Shorthair owned by Emma Gernetzky 
Cape Top Cat photos are courtesy of Dr Johan 
Lamprecht 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Just love this photo of the Day Event – many “long 
term” members of the Cape cat world on display. 
 

 
 

2019 Top Cat (Western Cape) 
 

 
 
Cherie-Lee Adam 
A Ragdoll Blue Bicolour owned by Jean van Zyl 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2019 Top Pet (Western Cape) 
 

 
 
Poppit 
A Domestic Medium Hair owned by Irene Sommerfeld 
 
And finally it was time to enjoy the table décor and 
have dinner! 
 

 

Leonard 
Ferreira 

Basil 

Nieberg 

Lance 
Wiseman 

Ian Moore 

Colin Bubb   Petricia  

WOW- look at 

all the prizes! 

Impressive rosettes and 

prizes 



COTY 2020 
 
COTY 2020 will take place in Gauteng and will be 
organized by Cat Fanciers Club (CFC) and Transvaal Cat 
Society (TCS). 
All the featured cat shows in this issue count for this 
prestigious SACC event, plus all shows from next year 
(until cut-off date!)- final cut off date has still to be 
determined by the COTY team. 
 
CFC and TCS committees would love to hear from you if 
you would like to help in any way or if you are willing to 
donate prizes. 
 
 

SACC WEBSITE 
 

What’s new? 
A show info blog : A blog entry  is written after each 
show- with winners and a bit of a story about the show.  
 
A few people had issues with the way the SACR Forms 
were displayed on the web.  
It appeared that many people were unaware of what 
the different forms meant when displayed as eg SACR 
F1. 
Firstly I added a downloadable “Index” which gave each 
form’s description- and although this worked for some, 
there were still members who were dissatisfied.  
Each download button now has both the SACR number 
and a brief description of the form. Hope this works for 
everyone. 
 
Otherwise the website is totally up to date except for 
the Breeders List but Johan assures me that he has 
almost completed it – so watch out for this change 
soon.  Only paid up active SACC Breeders who register 
litters with the organization will be listed in future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE 
 
Every week a new photo is uploaded to SACC’s Google 
Business Profile page. Also, if applicable, the time and 
place of shows/events which may occur within that 
week. 
This page is linked to the SACC Website which in turn is 
listed every time anyone “googles” cat shows, cat 
breeders or cat clubs. 
Initially the “views” were almost nonexistent but for a 
good few weeks now we have enjoyed between 8 and 
12 views per week. 
 
 

 
 
 

Happy breeding season! 
 
 

Goodbye until the next time. 
 


